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Summer
in the city
Bright, fun, sassy:
how to work the
new urban look

What to pack for a holiday Tasty breaks for food lovers

Plus, the rise of the robot doctors

Beauty
Notebook
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The ‘whoops,
my eye liner
slipped’ look
Words EVA WISEMAN

Face time

At Eudon Choi, imperfection was
encouraged. Eyeliner was jaggedy and
bonkers, inspired by the idea of “an
aristocratic woman who spends her
summertime in her house by the sea
while painting”. Which sounds rather
lovely, doesn’t it? She applies her liner in
the car, as it “goes over a pebble”. Though
you can achieve the same effect simply
by adding a little flourish in front of your
bble.
bathroom mirror. Embrace the wobble.

Pep up your skin
– and your day –
with a face brush.
By Gemma Cairney
 @gemcairn

1. Trish McEvoy Liquid Liner £38, liberty
london.com 2. Revlon ColorStay £8.99,
superdrug.com 3. Always On liquid Liner
£19, smashbox.co.uk 4. Brush Stroke
Liner £18.50, maccosmetics.co.uk 5.
Christian Louboutin £58, selfridges.com
6. Lash FX Liquid Liner £7.95, lash-fx.
2
com 7. Chantecaille Le Stylo £28,
spacenk.com 8. Fenty Beauty
£17, harveynichols.com 9. Waterproof
Liquid Liner £28, hourglasscosmetics.
com 10. Kevyn Aucoin Liquid Liner £28,
net-a-porter.com 11. Guerlain Liquid
Liner £27.45, debenhams.com 12. Long
Wear Liner £24.50, bobbibrown.co.uk
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Beauty
spot
What’s new on
the counter…

Heaven scent
Sana Jardin claims to be
e
‘the world’s ﬁrst socially
conscious luxury fragrance
house’ - they empower
low-income women
in Morocco through
commerce, and the
packaging is from recycled
materials. Plus, each of
their seven scents smells
a-mazing (sanajardin.com)
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Hair today
At the Vivienne Westwood
m McKnight
AW18 show, Sam
ow of
brushed a rainbow
dels’
colour on to models’
hair. You can do the
éal
same, with L’Oréal
Professionnel
Flash Pro Hair
Makeup, which
e
washes oﬀ in the
shower.

Chew and tan
UTAN & Tone are a brand
dedicated to changing
the way we self-tan. As
well as tanning water
and a ‘blending creme’
for corrections, they’ve
developed Tan Gummies,
designed to be more
powerful than traditional
tan supplements – and
far tastier, too.
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Are you likely to be rolling
around in dirt anytime soon?
Any festivals, or gin-intin-fuelled afternoons
of rounders at your local
common? BBQs on your
decking? Or perhaps you
are simply prone, like me, to
a grimy forehead in the heat.
Then let me introduce you
to the god-like Clarisonic
brush. It has interchangeable
‘brush heads’ and you
can alternate between
two speeds – and it’s
rechargeable. Think a fancy
electric toothbrush, but for
your face.
It’s not my cheapest
recommendation, but in my
experience once a Clarisonic
brush is in your beauty
booty, you don’t need to
spend zillions on face scrubs
or washes for ever more.
Because even the simplest
bars of soap (handy if
you’re trying to cut down on
disposable plastic use) work
suﬃciently when used with
one of these.
I have noticed fewer
breakouts and a more even
skin tone since I started
using one. There’s also
something madly satisfying
about massaging your
cheeks hypnotically to the
whirring sound of bristles –
en knackered.
especially when
y
It’s a peculiarly
enlivening
experience.
Now let’s go
get dirty!
Clarisonic Mia
2, £89 (currentt
body.com)
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